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By Mathematics

Dover Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 496 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x
5.6in. x 1.0in.Set Theory and Logic is the result of a course of lectures for advanced undergraduates,
developed at Oberlin College for the purpose of introducing students to the conceptual foundations
of mathematics. Mathematics, specifically the real number system, is approached as a unity whose
operations can be logically ordered through axioms. One of the most complex and essential of
modern mathematical innovations, the theory of sets (crucial to quantum mechanics and other
sciences), is introduced in a most careful concept manner, aiming for the maximum in clarity and
stimulation for further study in set logic. Contents include: Sets and Relations Cantors concept of a
set, etc. Natural Number Sequence Zorns Lemma, etc. Extension of Natural Numbers to Real
NumbersLogic the Statement and Predicate Calculus, etc. Informal Axiomatic MathematicsBoolean
AlgebraInformal Axiomatic Set TheorySeveral Algebraic Theories Rings, Integral Domains, Fields,
etc. First-Order Theories Metamathematics, etc. Symbolic logic does not figure significantly until the
final chapter. The main theme of the book is mathematics as a system seen through the elaboration
of real numbers; set theory and logic are seen s efficient tools in constructing axioms necessary to
the system....
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ReviewsReviews

This book will be worth purchasing. This is for anyone who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Your daily life span will likely be convert
when you total looking over this ebook.
-- Aida n Jer de DV M-- Aida n Jer de DV M

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna go through again once more in the
future. Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which basically modified me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel
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